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The difficulty of obtaining pedigrees for wild populations has hampered the possibility of demonstrating inbreeding depression in nature. In a small, naturally restored, wild population of grey wolves in Scandinavia, founded in 1983, we constructed a pedigree for 24 of the 28 breeding pairs established in the period 1983–2002. Ancestry for the breeding animals was determined through a combination of field data (snow tracking and radio telemetry) and DNA microsatellite analysis. The population was founded by only three individuals. The inbreeding coefficient \( F \) varied between 0.00 and 0.41 for wolves born during the study period. The number of surviving pups per litter during their first winter after birth was strongly correlated with inbreeding coefficients of pups (\( R^2 = 0.39, p < 0.001 \)). This inbreeding depression was recalculated to match standard estimates of lethal equivalents (2B), corresponding to 6.04 (2.58–9.48, 95% CI) litter-size-reducing equivalents in this wolf population.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Inbreeding depression is assumed to be a serious problem for the conservation of small populations (Gilpin & Soulé 1986), but has been difficult to demonstrate in nature (Caughley 1994). The main obstacle has been the construction of pedigrees necessary for calculating inbreeding coefficients. Recently, modern molecular techniques have allowed indirect genetic measurement of inbreeding depression in wild animals, including mammals (e.g. Coltman et al. 1999; Slate et al. 2000). Inbreeding measured as genetic similarity between individuals does not directly translate to inbreeding coefficients. This often prevents one from establishing the level of inbreeding responsible for the decreased fitness, as well as direct comparisons with other studies. These problems are circumvented when using pedigree analysis; however, this has rarely been done in wild populations, with some notable exceptions (e.g. Keller 1998; Loeske et al. 2002). By combining DNA techniques with ecological field data, we have constructed a complete pedigree and demonstrated severe inbreeding depression in the wild Scandinavian wolf, Canis lupus, population. The wolf became functionally extinct in Scandinavia (Norway and Sweden) at the end of the 1960s. Around 1980, at least two wolves immigrated and founded a new population in south-central Scandinavia, 900 km from the edge of the large Finnish/Russian source population (Wabakken et al. 2001; Vila et al. 2003). The first reproduction occurred in 1983, and by 2002 the population included approximately 100 wolves.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

(a) Field data

The wolf population has been monitored since 1978, based on snow tracking and, from 1998, also on radio telemetry. Territorial pairs were distinguished and the number of animals in packs counted (Wabakken et al. 2001). A ‘pair’ is two breeding adults producing offspring together, while a ‘pack’ is the total number of individuals in a family, for example, the pair and its dependent offspring. The ‘territory’ is the geographical area where the pair is living. As a fitness measure, we used the number of pups per litter surviving until the first winter after birth (‘winter litter size’). We used data for first-born litters of each breeding pair only, because for subsequent litters, tracks from pups of the year could not be separated from those of yearlings and older philopatric siblings (Mech 1970). In darted wolves, ageing was based on the growth zone in the tibia for pups and tooth wear for adults, and in retrieved dead wolves annual tooth cementum layers (C1) were counted.

(b) Genetic analyses

Samples were derived from the blood of captured wolves, the muscle of dead wolves (‘tissue’), from oestrous blood on snow and from scats. Genomic DNA from tissue was isolated using standard phenol/chloroform–isoamylalcohol extraction protocols. Two issues were extracted from faecal samples with a Qiamp DNA stool mini kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA). Faecal and oestrous blood samples were extracted in a separate workspace treated with ultraviolet light to avoid contamination (Sarkar & Sommer 1990). Negative extraction controls were used throughout.

We scored tissue samples for allelic variation at 32 autosomal microsatellite loci, and faecal samples on a subset of 16 (for details see Electronic Appendix). To minimize scoring errors associated with low quality DNA (Taberlet et al. 1999), faecal samples were amplified a minimum of four times (twice per isolate). Heterozygotes were accepted if both alleles were present in two amplifications and homozygotes if four positive amplifications showed only one allele. If neither condition was met, samples were re-amplified. Problematic samples were amplified up to 10 times. In the few samples, where an ambiguous result still occurred, we recorded a half-locus (Miller et al. 2002).

The pedigree was determined by parentage analysis. We used material from 163 wolf individuals; 113 of these were based on muscle from dead wolves or blood from anaesthetized wolves, the rest from faeces and/or from oestrous blood found in snow. A missing genotype of one parent was reconstructed from genotypes of the known parent and pups of that pair. Of the 48 breeding wolves in the pedigree used in the analysis, genotypes of 16 were reconstructed, 25 were based on tissue (muscle or blood drawn directly from the animal) and seven were based on faeces/oestrous blood. The three incestuous pairs in the period 1987–1990 were completely reconstructed from genotypes of 10 wolves born during this period. Here several alternatives were possible. We chose the most parsimonious alternative, but tested all possible alternatives, and none changed the results of this study other than marginally. Inbreeding coefficients were calculated with the software PEDIGREE VIEWER 5.0 (© Brian and Sandy Kinghorn).


Figure 1. Pedigree of the Scandinavian wolf population. Boxes indicate breeding pairs and arrows trace the ancestry of male (blue) and female (red) in each pair. Colours of boxes indicate how the genotype of the wolves in the pair was determined. Unfilled boxes indicate pairs with missing genotype. Pairs are fitted to the time-scale on top according to their year of first reproduction. The number of winter pups in first litters and inbreeding coefficients for offspring, are indicated. If number of pups was determined as a range (e.g. 4–5) we used the mean value (e.g. 4.5).

(c) Statistical analyses
We used parametric statistics (ANCOVA) in the analyses of inbreeding effects, including the interaction terms between the independent variables in the initial model. Ages of breeding females were treated as a two state variable: young (2–3 years) and old (4 years or older). Genetic load is expressed in terms of lethal equivalents, based on viability data (Kalinowski & Hedrick 1998). We calculated an analogous parameter, litter-reducing equivalents, based on viability data (Kalinowski & Hedrick 1998).

Inbreeding coefficients close to or higher than 0.25, a level corresponding to full sibling mating (figure 1). Nevertheless, most animals born after 1997 have inbreeding coefficients close to or higher than 0.25, a level corresponding to full sibling mating (figure 1).

The sizes of winter litters for first breeding pairs were strongly affected by the inbreeding coefficient of the pups (n=24, R²=0.39, p<0.001; figure 2), while the inbreeding coefficients of the mother (partial R²=0.04, p=0.23), of the father (partial R²=0.07, p=0.11), the age of the mother (partial R²=0.09, p=0.076) and time (partial R²=0.10, p=0.058) did not contribute significantly to the same model. After removing offspring inbreeding coefficients, there was indeed an effect of the mother’s inbreeding coefficient (n=24, R²=0.27, p=0.01), but not from the father’s (partial R²=0.02, p=0.41), nor from age of the mother (partial R²=0.08, p=0.13) or time (partial R²=0.10, p=0.075). Inbreeding of the father (R²=0.06, p=0.25), or time (R²=0.001, p=0.88) had no effect alone. The inbreeding coefficient increased over the years for pups and mothers (r=0.49, p=0.016 and r=0.58, p=0.003).

We are confident that the demonstrated inbreeding effect was not a by-product of association with coincidental trends in the environment, for example weather or food, as time itself had no effect on litter size. Change in prey availability can also be discarded considering that the number of moose (Alces alces), the
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Figure 2. The number of pups that survived to winter for first-born litters in relation to the inbreeding coefficient of the pups. Small dots refer to one data point each, medium sized to two data points and large to four data points. Inbreeding levels corresponding to parent–offspring or full-sibling mating, and self-fertilization are indicated.

(b) Effects of inbreeding on demography
The quantitative inbreeding effect was a reduction of 1.15 winter pups per litter for each increase of 0.1 in the $F$ for pups (winter litter size = $6.54 \pm 1.15$; figure 2). In our population model, an increase of offspring inbreeding coefficient $F$ of 0.1 reduced the growth rate $\lambda$ from 1.29 to 1.21, assuming all litters were affected equally by inbreeding. Zero population growth ($\lambda = 1$) would be reached at an average $F$ of 0.48. Our chosen fitness measure, winter litter size, actually represents a combination of fecundity and early survival. It is possible that more fitness components, for example, yearling or adult survival, could be affected, which would make the demographic consequences even more severe. The Scandinavian wolf population thus may have a gloomy future unless it can be purged of its genetic load through natural selection, or receives new genetic variation from outside. However, the effectiveness of purging in small populations has been questioned (Hedrick & Kalinowski 2000), and the probability of natural immigration also seems low, as no new immigrants have appeared in the last 13 years. In an earlier report concerning this population, it was claimed that the male immigrating in 1991 ‘rescued’ the population (Vila et al. 2003). Our interpretation is that before this male arrived there was no population but just a strongly inbred family. The arrival of this newcomer allowed young wolves to find partners outside of their own family, and this sparked off a rapid initial increase, but has not prevented the succeeding inbreeding.

(c) Conservation implications
This study has general implications for the ‘small population paradigm’ (Caughley 1994), and is especially relevant for the conservation of large carnivores. These are charismatic species with large public support, but as powerful predators also highly controversial, they are often forced into small fragmented populations. The wolf could be useful as a model species for this dilemma, in part because there are several studies of inbreeding in captive populations of this species. A captive Swedish wolf population, partly founded from the same source as our study population, also expressed severe inbreeding effects (Laikre 1999), while in two American captive populations of red and Mexican wolf, no effects were noted on demographic parameters (Kalinowski et al. 1999), although effects on body size were noted in the Mexican wolves (Fredrickson & Hedrick 2002). The genetic load of our wild population ($6.04 \pm 3.44$), 95% CI was substantially heavier than that for the red and Mexican wolves ($0.63$ and $0.71$, respectively), and also clearly higher than the average estimate of 3.14 in a study of 40 captive mammal populations (Ralls et al. 1988). This indicates that impact of inbreeding can vary substantially, even within the same species, depending on the random subset of genes from the source population drawn by the founders, and succeeding random drift. For the famous wild wolf population on Isle Royale in Minnesota, USA, 50 years after founding by only two individuals there still is only some indirect evidence of demographic effects of inbreeding (Wayne 1991; Peterson et al. 1998), but a detailed analysis of inbreeding, of the type demonstrated in this paper, has not been used.

The conservation implication for our study population is that genetic exchange with the source population should be strongly promoted. In the meanwhile, the close demographic and genetic monitoring of the population should be continued. The potential for further exploration of inbreeding effects on more demographic parameters should be pursued.
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